According to the record, the capacity and the utilization of Faculty of Economics and Management, Bogor Agricultural University (FEM-IPB) is not proportional to the number of students, faculty, and staff. In addition, class and other functional rooms are scattered in various locations. Thus, a centralized building to support the teaching and learning process activities and administration is really required. Therefore, the need to build a modern new building, efficient, harmonious with the environment, to realize a green campus that describes a new image of FEM - IPB in support of the establishment as a World Class University is deemed necessary, "said member of the FEM - IPB Building Design Contest Committee, Dr. Arief Daryanto, in the Rabuan Get Together, Wednesday, 5 October 2011.

Accordingly, FEM - IPB calls the national contestants for the FEM IPB Building Design Contest. "The competition aims to get the best architectural design for the Faculty of Economics Management of Bogor Agricultural University (FEM IPB) building," said Dr. Arief.

Anyone may participate in the FEM IPB Building Design Contest; however, only eligible contestants may advance beyond the Qualifying Round and compete for prizes. Eligible contestant include the following: All Indonesian citizens who have the Pratama certified architects, and reside in Indonesia or abroad. They may compete individually or in teams, and similar with the individual contestant the team leader must be having Pratama certificate (SKA). Members of judges, construction management consultants, the member of the contest committees, their employees or members of his family, explained Dr. Arief. Total cash prize for the competition is Rp 100 million.

Meanwhile in his remarks, the Dean of FEM IPB, Dr. Yusman Syaukat expressed achievements made by faculty members, students and educational staff of FEM IPB. "On this occasion, we appreciate the 9 (nine) books published by faculty members of FEM IPB and those books will be launched launching today," said Dr. Yusman. Among those nine books are as follows: 1). Strategic Human Resource Management; 2). Effective Strategies IN Managing Employee; both are written by Prof. TB Sjafri Mangkuprawira; 3). Dynamic System Model for rice in Indonesia by Dr. Rita Nurmalina; 4). 'Feasibility of Dairy farm and Utilization of Cow Waste' by Dr. Nurmalina Rina et al; 5). Feasibility of Investment Commercial Bioethanol by Dr. Rita Nurmalina and Sarianti Tintin, SP, MM; 6). Political Economic and Development by Prof. Didin S. Damanhuri; 7). Application of Econometrics' by Dr. M. Firdaus; and 8). Application of Quantitative Methods for Management and Business by Dr. M. Firdaus, Ir. Harmini, M. Si and Farid MA. (Wied).